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 59 hostile incidents were recorded in Basra, representing a slight 

increase in activity from the 56 witnessed the previous month.   

 No high-profile attacks (HPAs) occurred. 

 IED events decreased negligibly, falling from six to five. The majority 

were assessed as intimidatory in nature and involved no casualties.  

Most notably, a cache of nine IEDs was discovered in a remote area 

of Qurna by a civilian. Upon inspection one of the devices 

detonated accidently, causing minor injuries to the victim. The low-

yield of the devices strongly suggests they were likely being stored 

for use in future localised intimidatory attacks.  

 Six grenade incidents were observed this month, of which four 

were assessed as almost certainly intimidatory in nature. One 

caused the death of a woman, though this represented an 

accidental explosion, and another was reported as a suicide, which 

killed a young male.  

 SAF incidents rose slightly in June, with 41 detected events in 

comparison to the 39 detected in May. However, tribal affiliated 

SAF decreased negligibly from 18 incidents recorded in May to 17.   

 Four kidnaps were reported. Most notably, a dual Iraqi / American 

national was abducted from a residence in Abu al-Khasib, though it 

is assessed as unlikely that he was targeted due to his nationality.  

 Protest activity rose, with 17 events recorded. The majority focused 

on localised issues such as the demand for employment, unpaid 

salaries and improved municipal services. Representing atypical 

activity, the filling of the Ilissu Dam in Turkey also elicited two 

demonstrations this month.  

 
Figure 1: Basra Monthly Incident Levels June 2016 – June 2018 
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Figure 2: Explosive Devices in Basra, June 2016 – June 2018 

 
 

 
Incidents Overview 

 

 Tribal fighting decreased negligibly over June. Although levels of recorded tribal SAF were high toward the 

beginning and end of the reporting month, incident figures dropped significantly with the approach and 

conclusion of Eid al-Fitr celebrations midway through June. During this period, hostilities were likely subdued 

as a result of the religious celebration along with associated increased security measures which were 

implemented prior to, and during, the event. These included snap checkpoints and an increased ISF presence 

around mosques and market places. Overall, there were 17 instances or armed tribal exchanges over June, 

representing a marginal decrease from the 18 recorded in May. The vast majority of incidents this month 

were recorded toward northern Basra City, particularly in the Qarmat Ali and Abu Skhier areas. Several other 

tribal conflicts were recorded further north toward Shafi and near Qurna. Non-tribal SAF incidents were 

similarly subdued over mid-June, but increased toward the final week of the month as security measures 

associated with Eid drew down. In total, 24 non-tribal shootings were recorded for June, a slight increase 

compared to the 21 SAF events observed in May. With an increase of shooting incidents noted towards the 

end of June, including tribally-motivated skirmishes, overall levels of activity are expected to grow over July, 

returning to established levels of tribal violence.  

 

Tribally-motivated shootings were recorded from the outset of the month with an intra-tribal dispute amongst 

members of the Bani Mansour tribe on 1 June in Imam-al-Sadiq. 29 men were arrested by ISF for their 

suspected participation in the ensuing confrontation. The following day, members of the Bait Wafi tribesmen 

clashed in Abu Skhier, resulting in the death of a bystander. In the same region, on 5 June, An al-Saadi 
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tribesman was the subject of a targeted killing following an intra-tribal dispute. Toward the end of June, two 

further bouts of intra-tribal SAF were observed in Hay al-Hussein and Qibla. The former, involving members 

of the al-Marian tribe, resulted in two deaths on 24 June, while the latter, two days later, involved members 

of the Albu Bukhit and resulted in one death and the wounding of another tribal member. 

 

Rival tribal clashes were also frequently reported. On 2 June, for instance, a historical rivalry between the 

Hamadna and Bitoot tribes led to a skirmish. Other tribal clashes were reported on the following days in 

Mawzaa and Nahr al-Azz. In the former, a 23-year-old Bani Malik tribesman was murdered by Albu Khanjar 

tribesmen following a tribal dispute, while in the latter, five Shagamba tribesmen carried out a targeted attack 

on a Bait Awfi tribesman, leading to a subsequent bout of retaliatory violence. Later in the month, on 20 June, 

a tribal dispute between the al-Ma’abar and al-Abad tribes escalated into SAF in Madaina. Two days later, two 

violent incidents involving the Halaf and Bidhani were recorded in Khamsa Meel, though no casualties were 

recorded.  

 

 

Figure 3: Monthly Non-Tribal SAF / Tribal SAF incident comparison graph July 2017 – June 2018 

 

Of the remaining 24 non-tribal shootings, the majority resulted from typical sources, including celebratory 

SAF, attacks associated with personal or financial disputes and criminality. Of note, on 4 June, an OPF battalion 

thwarted an oil tanker theft and were subsequently attacked by ten armed men at the OPF facility in Burjesiya. 

Additionally, on 11 June, border guards clashed with arms smugglers near the Iraq – Iran border in Shatt al-

Arab. Significant celebratory SAF was observed on 15 June, particularly in the Shafi area, to mark the 

conclusion of Ramadan. Toward the end of the month, three ISF members were arrested for shooting at a 

civilian’s residence in Jumhuriyah, Zubayr, as a result of localised dispute.  

 

While celebratory SAF will continue to pose a threat to bystanders, the most significant risk will remain 

criminal in nature, given the vast networks of arms and narcotics smugglers operating in the region, along 

with criminal gangs responsible for frequent armed robberies. Personal SAF attacks will also endure owing to 

the proliferation of firearms in Iraq.  
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Figure 4: Monthly SAF incidents in Basra, June 2014 – June 2018 

 

 

 Explosive attacks remained consistent over June. Overall, 11 explosive incidents were recorded throughout 

June, consistent with May, though actual IED detonations increased from one to three. These were largely 

assessed to be intimidatory in nature due to the timings and location of attacks. Of the six grenade incidents, 

all but two are assessed as intimidatory, resulting in two fatalities.  

 

While a rise in politically-motivated attacks was observed over May, attacks in June emanated from a variety 

of sources. On 2 June, a 175g IED detonated outside the entrance of the local Electricity Directorate in Khor 

al-Zubayr, causing no damages or casualties. Rather than being personal in nature, the attack was likely linked 

to the poor provision of electricity in the area. Another IED, of slightly lower yield, detonated on 13 June 

outside a partially constructed residential property in Mutayha and probably linked to a personal dispute due 

there being no casualties and the small size of the device. The most high-profile incident occurred in Qurna 

on 23 June, when an IED detonated in a remote area causing injuries to an individual tending buffalo after he 

triggered the device accidentally. An EOD team subsequently deployed to the area and discovered nine low-

yield IEDs, all presumably intended for intimidatory attacks due to their small size. All remaining IED incidents 

involved finds, where explosives were successfully removed without incident. 

 

A number of attempted grenade attacks were recorded over June, several devices failed to detonate, HGs 

were successfully removed without incident from residences in Dour al-Shurta and Fayha’a. A smoke grenade 

was also cleared from a tribesman’s house in Umm Qasr. A successful attack was however perpetrated against 

a residential property in Abu al Khasib on 15 June. This caused material damage only and was likely 

intimidatory due to the lack of casualties. Two fatalities were however also recorded as a result of grenade 

detonations. The first killed a young male and was reported as a suicide in Jameat, while the second occurred 

on 22 June in Hayaniya. Official sources indicate the latter grenade was found by the victim’s daughter inside 
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a bag near her father’s car, whilst it was parked outside a local market. The device was then taken to the 

family residence where it detonated, likely representing a targeted attack intended for the father. 

 

Another fatality was recorded on 18 June, though this was the result of UXO as opposed to a targeted attack. 

A shepherd from Nasiriyah was killed after stepping on an explosive device in Lihais in the Western Basra 

desert. According to ISF, the device was a legacy anti-personnel mine. While casualties resulting from 

explosive attacks remain rare in Basra province, ERW and UXO continue to pose a threat, and on occasion, 

cause injuries and deaths.   

 

  

Figure 7: Hostile incidents in Basra province, June 2018 

 

 

 Violent crime figures increased marginally in June. A slight increase in the overall level of non-tribal violent 

crime was observed in the city this month, with 21 detected incidents in comparison to 19 in May. This remains 

relatively subdued, almost certainly due to the continuation of Ramadan and enhanced security measures in place 

for Eid al-Fitr.  

At least five armed robberies occurred. In Muhandisin, a group of armed assailants in vehicles forced an employee 

from the Basra Electricity Directorate to stop his car and stole IQD 14 million. It is almost certain this represents a 

targeted attack with the perpetrators having prior knowledge of the money. A second incident in the same area 

resulted in a group of armed men claiming they were ISF to gain entry into a residential property where they stole 

cash and a weapon. Armed gangs also forcibly entered into civilian residences in Hay al-Hussein and Mutayha, 
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stealing money and jewelry.   

Two kidnaps were reported in the city. After escaping, a 16-year-old Tamimi tribesman reported that he was 

abducted by seven men and questioned about his father, who is an OPF officer. It is assessed as highly likely this 

incident represents a kidnap for ransom operation, particularly due to the nature of the victim’s father’s 

employment. Lastly in Jumhurriya, two intoxicated men were detained for the attempted kidnap of a 12-year-old. 

Several murders and body finds were also reported over June. Of note, the body of a 22-year-old man was found 

in a residential property in Abu al-Khasib, displaying signs of torture. He was likely murdered as a result of a 

personal dispute. Similarly motivated killings were reported in Madaina on 17 June and Zubayr two days later. 

Meanwhile, two murders which are suspected honour killings were reported toward the end of the month, 

both of which occurred in Zubayr on 27 and 30 June respectively. 

 Protest activity increased substantially over June. Despite a temporary increase in detected protest events 

over early June, activity subdued significantly over the midway point of the month, coinciding with the end of 

Ramadan and the commencement of Eid al-Fitr. A major uptick was however observed toward the end of the 

reporting period as celebrations drew down. Overall, 17 events were registered, considerably higher than the 

11 observed in May. The majority of activity continued to be driven by established themes, namely relating 

to poor municipal service provision and demands for employment opportunities and late salaries. 

On 1 June, for instance, a protest was held over the poor provision of municipal services near the al Sadr 

teaching hospital in Baradhi’ya. Demonstrations over similar issues were also observed in Qibla and Hurriya 

Square, southwest of Basra City. A subsequent event was held in the vicinity of the al Sadr teaching hospital 

on 8 June. Additionally, approximately 200 people attended a protest at the Khamsa Meel bus depot on 22 

June, with attendees again calling for improved municipal services. With little effort ostensibly being made 

over civic issues by provincial authorities, it is highly likely that further demonstrations will occur over this 

issue. 

Employment-related gatherings were observed on several occasions over June. A small-scale protest, for 

example, was held by members of the Iraqi Drilling Company over unpaid salaries in Hurriya Square, while 

approximately 150 oil graduates gathered outside the BPC in Ashar to demand employment opportunities be 

provided. Both grievances are recurrent features in reporting, and are expected to persist, particularly with 

organisers of the latter event threatening subsequent civil action. Late in the month, employees from the 

Ministry of Electricity (MoE) working in the Southern Control centre gathered outside their offices in Tuwaysa 

to demand three months of back pay owed to them be paid. Further demands for employment involved a 

march by unemployed Basrawis demanding jobs from the al-Sayyab Statue on the Corniche to the Basra 

Provincial Council, while a small group of protestors gathered outside the Ports Authority (PA) Building in 

Maqil after their job applications failed. Activity in Maqil is expected to endure, as a further 500 positions are 

reportedly set to be filled in the near future, likely to cause unrest amongst unsuccessful applicants. 

Another prominent theme over June, though atypical in terms of customary reporting, related to Turkey’s 

plan to fill the Ilissu Dam in. On 3 June, a protest over this issue was held outside the Basra International Hotel 

in Ashar, while a similar event was held in front of the BPC later in the month. Here, protestors demanded 

that the Iraqi government commences construction of a new network of dams to counter the impact of the 

Ilissu Dam in Turkey. It is likely that this theme will become more pertinent from 1 July onwards, once Turkey 

resumes filling the dam, and will drive protest activity, particularly as water shortages become more acute.  

An additional atypical event was held on 8 June to mark al-Quds day on Hay al-Zahraa street. Open sources 
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reported that approximately 200 people were in attendance, including a number of PMU members.  

 

Figure 6: Non-tribal violent crime in Basra, June 2018* 

 

 

 Military Activity in Basra Province: 

 

Date Incident Attack 

27-28 JUN 

2018 

CONDETs The BaOC EOD announced that controlled detonations will be 

conducted in West Qurna over 27 and 28 June.  

26 JUN 2018 IED FIND  An IED was discovered outside a Rubaiay tribesman’s residence in 

Asafiya, Qarmat Ali. An EOD team responded and cleared the device 

without incident. 

25 JUN 2018 IED FIND  An EOD team deployed to clear an IED emplaced outside a residential 

property in Hartha. The device was removed without incident. 

*Methodology: The figure 4 crime map demonstrates detected violent crime, including criminally-motivated IEDs and 
grenades, in Basra city. The districts are divided along demographic similarities. This graphic does not include tribal SAF. 
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24 JUN 2018 ISF OPS A security operation arrested nine men in Hay al-Muhandiseen on 

various charges, include assault, illegal firearms and murder. 

23 JUN 2018 IED FIND  An EOD team in Shahat Iglab, Qurna, uncovered a cache containing 

nine 250g IEDs, cortex wiring and two batteries. 

20 JUN 2018 ISF OPS Zubayr’s OPF Battalion carried out a security operation to disrupt an 

oil smuggling ring in Zubayr City. Four men were arrested and four 

vehicles were seized. 

20 JUN 2018 ISF OPS ISF arrested five men following tribal SAF in Madaina. One AK-variant 

and one PKM-variant were seized. 

15-21 JUN 

2018 

ISF OPS A security plan for Eid al-Fitr celebrations was initiated by ISF including 

increased ISF presence around Mosques, Market places and 

Amusement Parks, and the imposition of enhanced security measures 

at checkpoints. 

15 JUN 2018 HG FIND An EOD unit removed a HG from a residence in Fayha’a without 

incident. 

11 JUN 2018 ISF OPS ISF foiled an attempt to smuggle ammunition from Iraq into Iran along 

the border in Shatt al-Arab district. An exchange of fire ensued 

between the BGs and the smugglers, though the assailants managed 

to escape. 

10 JUN 2018 ISF OPS ISF conducted a raid at a residence in Madaina, where a kidnapped 

woman was reported to have been held hostage. The victim, from the 

Mutawairi tribe, was released unharmed, though the kidnappers 

evaded arrest. 

10 JUN 2018 ISF OPS A security operation arrested 20 men for driving offences in Ashar. 

8 JUN 2018 ISF OPS IP arrested four criminals following a bank robbery Zubayr. 

8 JUN2018 ISF OPS Following an SAF engagement in Jumhuriyah, IP attended the scene, 

arrested two men and seized one AK-variant. 

6 JUN 2018 ISF OPS A security plan was launched for the Commemoration of Imam Ali, 

including an increased security presence on roads leading to the Imam 

Ali Mosque in Zubayr. 

5 JUN 2018 ISF OPS A security operation arrested five men for murder, assault, narcotics 

possession, theft, and rape in Qibla. 

3 JUN 2018 UXO FIND A legacy grenade was found in a trash pile in Zubayr. The device was 

cleared by an EOD team without incident. 
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 PMU Activity Tracker. Following on from renewed calls for the US’s eviction from Iraq by PMUs last month, 

with regard to accusations of alleged attempts to manipulate the national elections, anti-western rhetoric 

was once again heightened in June. Reports were received of airstrikes targeting PMU positions in eastern 

Syria near the Iraqi-Syrian border on 17 June, which PMUs claimed were conducted by US-led Coalition 

aircraft. According to the Kata’ib Hezbollah (KH) militia, the airstrikes killed 22 of their members and wounded 

a further 12. Though the US-led coalition denied any responsibility, KH and other Iranian-backed elements of 

the PMU used the incident to further ferment anti-US sentiments. Several Iraqi political blocs called for the 

expulsion of US troops from the country, while on 19 June, KH threatened ‘action’ against both the US and 

Israel over the recent airstrikes against Shia militia forces in Syria. The following day, a senior official in the 

prime minister’s office warned PMUs against attacking US interests and stated that, should such an action 

take place, Al Asad Airbase in Anbar would be the likely target. Of significant concern were reports by local 

sources that PMU factions had fired rockets at the US Embassy in Baghdad’s International Zone in retaliation. 

These allegations were however refuted by the Baghdad Provincial Council Security Committee, who reported 

that no attacks were staged against the Embassy. A KH military spokesperson was however then reported to 

have said that such an attack should not be discounted in the future. Nevertheless, a direct attack against US 

assets in Iraq is considered unlikely given the current political situation, though with mounting rhetoric, 

isolated incidents remain a possibility. Despite KH predominantly operating in central, western and northern 

Iraq, PMU affiliates in the south of the country share a similar outlook with regard to the presence of foreign 

militaries in the country, and may be disruptive to western personnel at PMU-run checkpoints for instance. 

Civil unrest related to the issue was also observed in Baghdad, and may also occur elsewhere in southern Iraq. 

 

Further complicating the volatile relationship between Washington and PMUs is the recent US decision to 

include Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (AAH) and Harakat Hezbollah al-Nujaba (HHN) on their list of ‘terrorist organisations’ 

and the imposition of new sanctions. On 2 June, Fatah Alliance leader Hadi al-Amiri urged the US to review 

this decision, especially considering the latest election results. Notably, the PMU-aligned Fatah bloc won 47 

seats and will potentially be one of the key contenders to form the next coalition government. Of those 47 

seats, 14 belong to AAH’s political wing al-Sadiqoun. As a result, it is likely that AAH will form part of the next 

Iraqi Government, if Fatah is included in a coalition, which includes the possibility of AAH affiliated politicians 

holding ministerial positions. 

 

Outside of political posturing, PMUs were involved in a couple of controversial incidents this month. Notably, 

tribal/PMU tensions were observed in Saqlawiyah, northwest of Fallujah, after the local Tribal Council accused 

militiamen of being behind recent cases of kidnap and blackmail in the area. Furthermore, on 20 June, SAF 

broke out between KH and ISF near Palestine Street in Sadr City, Baghdad, leading to a stand-off and at least 

four injuries. Additionally, at least two large explosions were reported near a Sadrist Husseiniya in Sadr City, 

which was being used as a weapons depot. 18 people were killed and 90 wounded. Both Prime Minister Abadi 

and Muqtada al-Sadr subsequently called for a large-scale disarmament campaign to take place in similarly 

congested areas. Sadr’s statements are assessed as most likely an attempt to displace responsibility from his 

2 JUN 2018 HG FIND A police EOD team removed a HG from a residential property in Dour 

al-Shurta without incident. 

1 JUN 2018 ISF OPS A QRF deployed to Imam al-Sadiq following a bout of intra-tribal 

fighting and arrested 29 men. 
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own faction, as it was the Sadrist PMU Saraya al-Salam that was reportedly involved. On 6 June, another 

ammunition cache belonging to a PMU faction (Imam Ali Brigades) exploded in the al-Hawli area of the Bahar 

al-Najaf region, though without causing casualties. Nevertheless, as demonstrated by the explosion in Sadr 

City, subsequent cache detonations can be highly fatal in urban areas. With regard to military deployments, 

PMU forces were once again active throughout the country, though predominately around Salah ad-Din, 

Diyala and Anbar, as well as eastern Syria. Operations were reportedly launched southwest of Samarra, 

though also further south in the Najaf desert. To the west, a large-scale series of operations was initiated in 

the area of Qaim to secure the border with Syria. 

 

In Basra province, a protest of note took place to mark al-Quds day on 8 June on Hay al-Zahraa street. Local 

sources reported that a large number of AAH members in paramilitary uniform, including facial masks, as well 

as Badr affiliates, were in attendance. The groups however did not appear to be armed. On 15 June, a PMU 

Intelligence Officer was shot dead near the Jezaiza Bridge Checkpoint (CP). His murder however was reported 

to have resulted from a familial/tribal dispute rather than his position. Other CP incidents declined significantly 

this month, with the only significant arrests reported being for narcotics possession and distribution at the 

Jawabir, Arches, Zubayr Bridge and Navy CPs. On 23 June, a man was arrested under Article 4 (Terrorism) at 

the Salam CP in Shatt al-Arab, though there is no evidence suggesting the arrestee was engaged in terrorist 

activity. At a checkpoint in Safwan, two men were additionally arrested following a fist fight for not carrying 

identification.  

 

Overall, PMU activity in Basra is not expected to be destabilising for commercial operations. However, 

personnel may be exposed to indirect threats during protests following high-profile incidents blamed upon 

the US-led Coalition. Furthermore, US sanctions against prominent PMU factions and Muqtada al-Sadr’s 

renewed calls for the US’ removal from Iraq will likely continue to stoke up anti-US rhetoric. While direct 

attacks on western interests are unlikely, such sentiments may cause disruptions at PMU-run CPs. 

 

 Persian Gulf maritime security. Activity in the Persian Gulf was once again subdued, with no acts of piracy 

recorded here or in the adjacent Gulf of Oman. A reduction in hostile incidents was also observed at the ports 

of Umm Qasr and Faw over the reporting period, with no explosive attacks reported in Faw for the first time 

in the past three months. Activity in the port locations largely remained within established parameters, 

though reports of SAF and kidnapping highlight ongoing risks. 

 

In Umm Qasr, only four incidents were reported in June, marking the lowest so far in 2018. Most noteworthy 

was an attempted smoke grenade attack in Dour al-Hindiya on 20 June. A smoke grenade was thrown at the 

residence of an al Adani tribesman, though the device failed to detonate. Due to the timing of the incident 

and the use of a non-lethal device, the attack is assessed as intimidatory violence. Also of note was a protest 

on 25 June. This was held by traders at the port demanding that the Iraqi government clears a backlog of 

pending licenses for the import of broken and used cars into Iraq and to make the process easier. 

Approximately 70 people were in attendance and the protest concluded without incident. Finally, on 17 June, 

three men were arrested in Umm Qasr for assault, while on 26 June, customs police seized a container 

containing expired fish. 

 

Activity was similarly subdued in Faw. Of significance was a shooting attack against the residence of a local 

council member on 3 June. Though SAF was directed at the property, no casualties were reported, indicative 

of intimidatory violence. Three men were arrested in connection with the attack. This follows another 
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shooting in the area on 11 May, though this resulted from an ISF operation attempting to detain narcotics 

smugglers as opposed to a targeted attack. Separately, on 12 June, two men were arrested for kidnapping, 

while a couple of days later, four Iraqi fishermen were handed over to Faw police by Iranian officials after 

straying into Iranian waters. 

 

Indeed, the detention of Iraqi fishermen by foreign navies remains a point of contention. Detentions by the 

Kuwaiti Coast Guard in particular maintain an ongoing maritime dispute between the two countries. In early 

June, for example, the al-Nasr Fisherman’s Association issued a letter demanding that seven Iraqi fishermen 

who had been detained in late May be released, after they reportedly entered the Khor Abdullah straits. There 

remains a threat of escalation given recent comments by Iraqi fisherman declaring they would begin to arm 

themselves should the Iraqi and Kuwaiti governments not come to an agreement. Additionally, should 

subsequent detentions by the Kuwaiti Coast Guard be noted, there remains an elevated probability of civil 

unrest related to the issue. Such events may be destabilising to port operations. The latest incident occurred 

on 14 June, when an Iraqi fisherman was handed over to Safwan police by Kuwaiti official after he strayed 

into Kuwaiti waters. This incident however passed without any significant backlash.    

 

No acts of piracy were committed in the Persian Gulf or the neighbouring Gulf of Oman over June. Two 

incidents were however recorded to the south, both off the coast of Yemen, near the ports of Hodeidah and 

Mocha, in a similar position to where two incidents were reported last month. The first was an attack on a 

Merchant Vessel (MV) west of Jazair Az Zubayr Island on 3 June. The MV was fired upon by a skiff before the 

skiff retreated. Secondly, on 26 June, a MV was approached by two speedboats which departed when the 

MV’s security team readied weapons. Although these incidents did not occur within close proximity of the 

Persian Gulf, they are indicative of a wider threat to maritime security in the region, particularly off the coasts 

of Yemen and Somalia where hostile activity remains prevalent. While attacks are less likely in the Persian 

Gulf owing to the presence of international navies, they should not be discounted as suspicious activity is 

sometimes observed in the nearby Gulf of Oman. 

 

In other developments, the US Navy performed exercises under Operation Nautical Horizon, which concluded 

on 24 June. The purpose of the maneuvers was to rehearse fast deployments of forces and equipment onto 

mobile piers so that, should conflict erupt in the Middle East, large forces can still be landed efficiently in the 

absence of airstrips or easily accessible supply lines. The operation utilised forces stationed in Kuwait in the 

Persian Gulf. While no other major military incidents were announced in the Gulf, tensions remain high with 

regard to regional political dynamics. Qatar, for example, is set to present a case against the UAE before the 

UN’s highest court over a year-long blockade, which it claims has affected approximately 13,000 people. While 

rhetoric may escalate in the short term, physical confrontations are however unlikely. Overall, security in the 

Persian Gulf is expected to remain stable into the next reporting month. 
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Figure 7: Persian Gulf maritime security June 2018 

 

 

Outlook 

 
 The outlook for Basra Province remains stable. Activity is expected to adhere to existing patterns and remain 

within established parameters. Kidnaps, SAF, murders, and intimidatory IEDs will form the majority of activity. 

These activities will be driven primarily by personal and financial disputes, as well as general criminality. 

Incidents targeting cafés and suspected drug traffickers indicate the likely renewal of a campaign of violence 

outwardly targeting businesses and individuals suspected in the facilitation of ‘Haram’ activities. Such attacks 

are expected to decline following Ramadan’s conclusion, though may occur sporadically. Overall levels of 

criminality and tribalism are expected to resume established levels due to the draw-down of security 

measures implemented for Eid al-Fitr. 

 

Though the insurgent footprint is low in the southeast, militant actors still retain the capacity to mount 

complex assaults in Iraq’s southern provinces, as demonstrated by the high-profile attack in Dhi Qar on 14 

September 2017. As IS converts to a decentralized insurgency following its loss of territory in Iraq, attempted 

retaliatory violence in Basra is possible, though the threat is currently assessed as low.  

 

With regard to the Iraqi political environment, the decision by the Iraqi Parliament to order a recount is likely 

to further heighten political agitation. The general threat level will therefore most probably remain elevated 

until the election results are finalised. 

 

 Sporadic tribal fighting will continue. Tribal fighting is expected to continue to adhere to a natural rhythm, 

fluctuating independently of outside variables and often flaring up with little or no warning. Activity is 

expected to continue to be most prevalent north of Basra City in areas adjacent to Route Topeka. Despite 

ongoing security operations across the province, levels of tribal hostilities have begun to return to levels prior 

to the commencement of the campaign. Figures are expected to resume established levels in July following 

the conclusion of Eid.  

 

Over the course of June, several tribal conflicts have the potential to see retaliatory violence, particularly in 

Qibla, Hay al Hussein and Khamsa Meel, where tribal attacks resulted in multiple fatalities. Further violence 
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is therefore likely in these locales, where tensions remain elevated. 

 

 Protest activity will increase as budget cuts take effect.  Concerns over Basra’s budget allocation for the 2018 

National Budget will continue to cause unrest, particularly related to service provision and public projects, 

such as the continuation of sewage works and the paving of roads. Further cutbacks are expected to hasten 

declining living standards as well as increasing unemployment rates. This will drive protest activity, which may 

turn progressively more disruptive should basic service provision not be met. Demonstrations driven by 

employment-related grievances are largely expected to remain low-level, causing only minor, temporary 

disruption. This however may increase in hostility levels given the deteriorating employment situation. With 

temperatures continuing to rise, electricity consumption will begin to put a strain on infrastructure, likely 

prompting localised protest activity. Additionally, public anger over the government’s privatization program 

endures. It is certain that further civil action relating to this issue will take place, particularly as tribal leaders 

have endorsed protest activity. Furthermore, local sources have reported that tribal leaders and activists are 

planning to hold demonstrations in Basra due to the water crisis affecting the province, with activity likely to 

focus on Basra City, Faw and Hartha, where residents have been worse affected. The situation will be further 

exasperated by Turkey resuming the filling of the Ilissu Dam in July. 

 

Planned protests have been set for 5 and 6 July. The former will be held outside the Basra Provincial Council 

Building in Ashar to demand employment. The Latter will be attended by residents in Khamsa Meel, seeking 

improved municipal services in the locality. Of additional note, the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of 

Communication announced that Internet access will be restricted due to school examinations being held 

throughout Iraq. Restrictions will be implemented between 0600hrs and 0800hrs on: July 1, 4, 7, 11, 15, 17 

and 19. This may cause unrest and associated demonstration activity.    

 
 Budgetary cutbacks are also expected to continue to drive low-level crime. A rise in unemployment caused 

by a reduction in public spending is expected to drive a gradual increase in the frequency of financially-

motivated crime such as theft and kidnap-for-ransom. This will remain largely non-violent and centered on 

the civilian population, in-line with existing trends of criminal activity in Basra. 

 
 Maritime security in the Persian Gulf is expected to remain stable. Attacks related to piracy have reduced 

over recent years. Although the threat of commercial vessels being approached or attacked still exists, this is 

assessed as low. Pirates operating in the wider region have traditionally been well-armed and typically use 

skiffs launched from mother vessels. Piracy however is not expected to have a destabilizing effect on the 

maritime security environment of the Persian Gulf, owing to the high presence of international navies 

operating in the region. The majority of security incidents in the ports of Umm Qasr and al Faw are likely to 

remain within established parameters. These will mostly be comprised of arrests linked to illegal smuggling 

and fraud, and the interdiction of Iraqi sailors by the Iranian coastguard for encroachment into Iranian 

territorial waters. High-profile attacks in the area are assessed as a low likelihood, with explosive incidents 

only occurring on a sporadic basis.  

 
There is also the potential for future shipping accidents. Accidents over past years have been blamed on 

mechanical glitches and overloading. A lack of operational expertise has also been cited as a cause for 

accidents, and so analogous incidents are likely to be repeated. Recent examples include the Khor Abdullah 

disaster in August 2017 (blamed on a glitch with one of the vessel’s steering systems), as well as an accidental 

collision on 8 December 2017 in Umm Qasr.       
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*Muslim holidays are often determined by local sightings of lunar phases; dates given are approximate. 

 

 

 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

AAH Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (League of the Righteous) LN Local National 

BFA Basra First Alliance MO Modus Operandi 

BPC 

 

Basra Provincial Council NSTR Nothing significant to report 

EOD Explosive Ordnance Disposal PMU Popular Mobilisation Units 

GOI Government of Iraq PPL Provincial Powers Law (Law no. 21) 

HG Hand Grenade PSC Private Security Company 

IA Iraqi Army PSD Private Security Detail 

IDF Indirect Fire RPG Rocket Propelled Grenade 

IED Improvised Explosive Device SAF Small Arms Fire 

ISF Iraqi Security Forces SoL State of Law coalition 

IS Islamic State SVIED Suicide Vest IED 

IP Iraqi Police UVIED Under-Vehicle IED 

IZ International Zone UXO Unexploded Ordnance 

IGFC Iraqi Ground Forces Command VBIED Vehicle Borne IED 

 

21 – 24 August 18 Eid al-Adha National Holiday 

11 September 18 New Hijiri Year National Holiday, Shia 

21 September 18  Ashura National Holiday, Shia 

30 October 18  al-Arba-iniyah Religious Event, Karbala 

11 November 18 Birth of the Prophet 
Mohammad 

 

 

National Holiday 

   

DATE EVENT COMMENT 
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Constellis is a leading provider of risk management, protective security, crisis management and enabling support services to 

governments, international organizations and major corporations across the globe. We specialize in serving the energy, 

construction, extractives, critical infrastructure, development and national security sectors—assisting our clients in 

understanding risk and in conducting their operations safely and securely, no matter their location. Constellis takes pride in our 

strict adherence to an exacting code of ethics and rigorous focus on standards and compliance—reinforcing the pioneering role 

we play in fostering stability, efficiency and sustainable economic development. 

 

 
Representing client interests around the world, we maintain operations in more than 25 countries as well as a global network 

of strategic and local partners. Connected via our state-of-the-art operations command and control centres, we provide a rapid 

response capability spanning North America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Constellis is headquartered just outside 

Washington, D.C. in the United States, and possesses regional offices in the UAE, UK, Afghanistan, Iraq, Nigeria and Kenya. The 

core values underpinning our operating philosophy are the provision of international best practices while conducting all 

activities with respect for people, cultures and traditions; to uphold the principles of integrity, reliability and trust; to build 

capacity through knowledge transfer and to strengthen and empower local economies and communities. 

 

 
Ultimately, our commitment is to prioritize local talent and local suppliers and to develop a profound understanding of the 

societal, legislative and operational situation ‘on the ground’. This affords us and our clients a unique freedom of movement 

and enables us to create safe and secure environments in a discrete and sustainable manner. 

 

 
For more information about Constellis, please visit our website at: www.constellis.com 

http://www.constellis.com/
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For more information on this report 
please contact: 

 
William Dennis 

Security Analyst 

 william.dennis@co nstellis.com  
 

For all enquiries on Constellis’ 
advisory & consulting services please 
contact: 

 
Mark Allison 

Vice President          
Crisis & Risk Services 

 
 mark.allison @co nstellis.co m  

 

 www.constellis.com 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS 
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. CONSTELLIS, MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT WILL BE 
TIMELY OR ERROR-FREE. IN NO EVENT SHALL CONSTELLIS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES 
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR ANY OTHER 
DAMAGES, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF OR RELIANCE ON 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE WITHIN THIS REPORT.  IN USING THIS INFORMATION, YOU ARE USING 
IT AT YOUR OWN RISK AND AGREE TO THE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS PROVIDED HERE. 

 

 
Constellis’ intelligence analysts and security consultants produce bespoke political and 
security reports, threat assessments and security risk assessments to inform decisions 
and to protect people and assets across Iraq and the Middle East. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/16924?trk=tyah&amp;trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Acompany%2Cidx%3A2-1-2%2CtarId%3A1437650897934%2Ctas%3Aolive%20group
mailto:mlineberry@olivegroup.com

